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With everything in this guide, check local Covid regulations to see what is legal and safe to do. 
 
ADVERTISING  
The best way to publicise the Sports Quiz and to ensure that the quiz attracts sportspeople is for 

Christian sportspeople to invite their teammates. Beyond this, posters, a notice in the church’s 

notice sheet and advertising on Social Media may also help to get the word out.  

 
CATERING  
Experience tells us that the Sports Quiz works best when it’s accompanied by a meal. We find that 

eating food together provides a great environment for conversations, and we would recommend 

providing some snacks or nibbles on the tables as well as a hot main meal, dessert and tea and 

coffee.  

 

The format of the quiz allows for a degree of flexibility that means that it can be planned around 

catering for guests.  

 

If providing a full meal to accompany the quiz isn’t possible, we would at least recommend putting 

some snacks or nibbles on the tables.  

 

COSTS  
Cost ideally shouldn’t stop guests from attending the Sports Quiz, so it is recommended that the quiz 

is free of charge for guests. However, if costs are incurred as a result of venue hire or catering, you 

will need to ensure that these are covered, but do try to make sure that cost doesn’t prohibit guests 

from attending. Maybe have a donation bowl next to the door for guests to contribute if they can.  

 
 

DECORATING  
Dressing the tables can add a nice touch if you feel it is suitable to do so. If the venue is a church, it 

can be good to decorate it with sports kit if you feel it appropriate.  
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DRINKS  
If the venue you are using has a bar, it can be great to make use of it. However, if there isn’t a bar at 

your venue, we would recommend that you think about whether you want to provide drinks or 

whether you want to ask guests to bring their own. Asking guests to bring their own drinks can be a 

good way to keep the costs down and it also leaves the choice of whether to bring alcohol down to 

them – unless you specify otherwise.  

 

EQUIPMENT 
Review the equipment list to see all you need to run your event. 

 

FORMAT OF THE EVENING  
A quiz usually lasts around 2 hours in total. When we write them they are made up of 6 rounds and is 

split up in the following way:  

 

Rounds 1-3 Questions 

Rounds 1-3 Answers 

Film or Talk  

Break 

Rounds 4-6 Questions  

Rounds 4-6 Answers. 

 

 

MUSIC AND LICENCES  
 

The quiz relies on music to generate a good atmosphere. We would recommend playing a selection 

of sports themes and anthems to accompany the quiz itself. Albums of sports themes and anthems 

can be purchased and played via iTunes or an mp3 player. The venue you have chosen is required to 

have a PRS licence to play such music – any church, bar, pub or sports club will ordinarily have this 

licence, but you will need to confirm this.  

 

You can also search for Christians in Sport on Spotify and find their playlist for a quiz. 
 
PRIZES  
We would recommend providing a box of chocolates (or similar) for the winning team. We would 

recommend doing this as it ensures that a fun atmosphere is created without the intensity of 

chasing a significant prize. We would also advise against giving prizes that can’t easily be split 

amongst team members.  
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TABLE HOSTS  
The Sports Quiz is designed for sportspeople to invite their sports friends to. Therefore, it is 

recommended that each Christian sportsperson acts as a ‘table host’ and fills the table with their 

sports friends. As the event organiser, it is important to identify table hosts early to ensure that they 

invite their friends in good time. The event organiser should also ensure that the table hosts know 

the purpose and the format of the evening so that their guests clearly understand what they are 

being invited to, for example, making sure that guests know that there will be a gospel talk. This will 

mean that, as the event organiser, you should only have to liaise with your table hosts to enable the 

smooth running of the quiz.  

 

TABLE SIZES  
Due to the nature of the quiz, we recommend that there should be between 4 and 8 people per table. 

We recommend a maximum of 8 people as any more than this can lead to not everyone being 

included in the answering of questions. Please also note that it is not necessary for all tables to have 

the same number of people on them.  

 

TALK AND FILM  
 

A series of short evangelistic films can be downloaded from the website for use as part of your 

event. If you decide to use these, you will need to input the film into the quiz PowerPoint.  

Follow these four simple steps to get this up and running:  

 

1. In Powerpoint – insert a new slide between slide 80 and slide 82, by right-clicking between them on 

the slide list, and then clicking ‘New Slide’. 

2. Cover the whole slide with a black rectangle using the drawing tools 

3. Go to ‘Insert’ - ‘Movie’ - ‘Movie from file’ and find the film you want to use.  

4. The movie should now appear on that slide 

5. Go to ‘Slideshow’ - ‘Play from current slide’ to test it works.  

 

VENUE  
 

It’s important to pick a venue in which the guests will feel comfortable. Typical venues used for the 

Sports Quiz are sports clubs, function rooms, pubs or church buildings. The most important things to 

think about when deciding whether a venue is suitable or not are that it allows for a relaxed 

atmosphere and that there is appropriate space – the venue shouldn’t be too big or too small.  
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WHAT SORT OF ROUNDS WORK BEST? 
 

Traditionally these types of round work well: 

 

1. Trivia: A basic sporting trivia round. You can find lots of examples if you search online. 

2. Picture Round: You need to make sure you have permission to use the images but a picture round 

can work well. Maybe identifying famous sportspeople or guessing which sport is in a distorted 

picture. 

3. Observation: You can grab an advert and write 10 questions about what people have seen in it. 

4. Logos: Grab some sporting logos, remove any words from them and ask people to identity what 

the logo is of.  

5. Numbers: Give people 10-12 numbers to choose from and ask 10 questions where a number is the 

answer. A good round to spark some debate.  

 

 

 


